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History
● Fagnano 1775

     LRLR… works for any acute triangle

● Masur 1986
     Every rational-angled triangle has a periodic path

● Schwartz 2008
     Every triangle with max angle ≤ 100 has a periodic path



Main Result

Tl;dr: if we have a path of length n, and we vary the 
geometry of the triangle, the distance between the 
left and right boundaries changes as ~1/n3

There is no dependence on the specific path.



Solving on a rational grid
(not to scale)



Experimental results Grid spacing 2 x 10-14

Apex count 2500

Success count 2479

Min 14

Max 28,572

Average 288.1

Path length

Min 1.45 x 10-14

Max 1.3 x 10-3

Multiplicative average 8.6 x 10-7

Path validity radius



So much for finished results 
Everything from this point on is work-in-progress.

● This dataset originally took ~a month to generate on one machine
● Code improvements since then can do it in an afternoon
● So let’s try larger datasets!



~500K datapoints, restricted to 
path length at most 24



Questions?
...36



...78



...210

Several obvious families!

The boundary segments that look 
like collinear straight lines usually 
are.

What shall we do with such a 
wealth of examples?



First: a geometric simplification 



Much nicer!

Suggests better notation. Instead of:

RRRRRRRRLLLLLLRRRRRRRRLLLLLLRRR
RRRRRRRLLLLLL...

we’ll use:

5, 3, 5, 3, 5, 3…

New notion of path complexity: fan count



The previous dataset, restricted to 
4 fans (the minimum possible)



Example: 4, 2, -4, -2

In general: all paths of the form
[a b -a -b]

The previous dataset, restricted to 
4 fans (the minimum possible)



Very different perspective on length / 
complexity of a path.

E.g.: in finding cyclic billiards paths, 
do we in general need arbitrarily many 
fans?

Also closely connected to Euclidean 
distance.

The previous dataset, restricted to 
4 fans (the minimum possible)



The most powerful change: a sign flip

Puzzle: why is this path

5, 3, 5, 3, 5, 3…

And not

-5, 3, -5, 3, -5, 3...



Monotonic paths are oriented relative to the triangle’s base vertices.

Monotonic paths are finite.

Their configuration space has nice “convexity” properties.

The known paths on rational-angled triangles (a la Masur) are monotonic.

5 3 5 3 (monotonic) 5 3 -5 -3 (central flip)

Monotonic paths



Another new path complexity 
metric!

Monotonic paths cannot be closed.

But, paths composed of two 
monotonic segments can.

How often does this happen?



Another new path complexity 
metric!

Monotonic paths cannot be closed.

But, paths composed of two 
monotonic segments can.

How often does this happen?



…4 segments



…10 segments

(already at 99.5% of this dataset; 
exhaustive plot is likely much 
denser -- ask me again in a week 
or two)

Together with finiteness of 
monotonic segments, this is 
potentially quite powerful.



...to be continued...



Self-serving postscript
An open problem of personal interest:

After seven years as a Software Engineer, I recently left my job at Google.

If you know someone looking for a geometer / triangle caretaker / software 
engineer in Boston, I’d love to hear from you!



What next?
● Proofs!
● Quite confident that the full conjecture will be resolved within the next 50 

years
● ...but many partial results seem ripe for more immediate approach
● Demos / writeups / slides:

http://faec.me/files/billiards.html
● Partial source code (more to come):

http://github.com/faec
● Write me!

fae.charlton@gmail.com


